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Date 

Requestor 

Name 

Department / Program Name 

Major Budget Unit (MBU) Approval 

Approver’s Name 

Department / College Name 

Divisional Approval 

Approver’s Name 

Division Name 

Amount Request 

Complete the Financial Plan Template 

Base (Ongoing) Funding Amount 

One Time Funding Amount 

Executive Summary 

A brief description of your proposal, plans and the alignment with GI2025 mission. - 300 word max - 

Completing the template helps ensure your request considers a variety of potential expense areas, provides additional 
background to support your request and calculates the base and one-time funding information you will need to complete this 
section.

https://budget.humboldt.edu/sites/default/files/budget/documents/FY17-18/financial_plan_template_190201_0.xlsx
https://grad2025.humboldt.edu/
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GI2025 GOALS & OBJECTIVES (50% of overall score)

NOTE:  Please review the Rubric to learn how the proposal is going to be scored and the FAQ 
for instructions on how to fill out the sections below. 

1. SUPPORTING GI2025 PILLARS

Describe how your request supports one or more of the six GI2025 goals: (1) Academic Preparation, (2) Data-Driven Decision 
Making, (3) Student Engagement and Wellbeing, (4) Enrollment Management, (5) Financial Support, (6) Removing Academic 
Barriers.  (17% of overall score)  - 300 word max -

2. RACIAL EQUITY (Opportunity or Access Gap)

Describe the impact your request will have on reducing or eliminating these gaps. (10% of overall score)  - 300 word max -

https://budget.humboldt.edu/sites/default/files/budget/documents/FY17-18/final_campus_rubric_190131.xlsx
https://budget.humboldt.edu/gi2025-faqs
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3. INCOME EQUITY (Opportunity or Access Gap)

Describe the impact your request will have on reducing or eliminating these gaps. (10% of overall score) - 300 word max -

4. COLLECTIVE IMPACT

Describe how your proposal will contribute to or enhance other current or planned initiatives. (13% of overall score) -300 word max-
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PROPOSAL DESIGN (40% of overall score) 

NOTE:  Please review the Rubric to learn how the proposal is going to be scored and the FAQ 
for instructions on how to fill out the sections below. 

1. NEEDS ANALYSIS

Provide details of the analysis planned or performed demonstrating the need behind this request.  Include any collection of data, 
planned or actual. (15% of overall score)  - 300 word max - 

2. OUTCOMES AND OBJECTIVES

Describe the Outcomes and Objectives associated with your request, including the extent to which they have been developed, 
implemented, assessed and any program changes taken as a result of evidence.  (15% of overall score) - 300 word max - 

https://budget.humboldt.edu/sites/default/files/budget/documents/FY17-18/final_campus_rubric_190131.xlsx
https://budget.humboldt.edu/gi2025-faqs
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3. ASSESSMENT PLAN

Describe your plans to assess the results of this initiative, connecting results to planned Outcomes and Objectives. Include 
timeline of assessment plan (3 years, 5 years, etc.)   (10% of overall score)  - 300 word max - 

FUNDING NEED (10% of overall score)

NOTE:  Please review the Rubric to learn how the proposal is going to be scored and the FAQ 
for instructions on how to fill out the sections below. 

1. FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY

Describe the  current financial stability of the initiative, absent GI2025 funding.  Describe how this request helps sustain the 
initiative over time.  - 300 word max - 

https://budget.humboldt.edu/sites/default/files/budget/documents/FY17-18/final_campus_rubric_190131.xlsx
https://budget.humboldt.edu/gi2025-faqs


TITLE: EOP 2nd & 3rd Year Peer Coaching Program RESOURCE REQUEST AMOUNT:
Department: EOP Base Funding Request                                     23,520 

Division: Student Affairs One-Time Funding Request                                               -   
Version Date: 2/1/19 amounts will auto-populate based on detail provided below
NEW RESOURCE REQUEST DETAIL (enter data in blue cells):

Expenditure Request FTE
Base Budget 

(Ongoing)
One-Time Expenditures

Total
Expenditures

Faculty Salaries/Assigned Time (30 WTU/AY = 1 FTE, ex - 3 WTU in fall only -> 3/30 = .1 FTE) -                       -                                   -                                   -                                   
Staff Salaries -                       -                                   -                                   -                                   
Administrator Salaries -                       -                                   -                                   -                                   
Student Wages (FTE - 20hrs/wk for AY = 1, cost per FTE is ~$8,500) 4                          21,000                             -                                   21,000                             

Subtotal Salaries & Wages 21,000                             -                                   21,000                             
Benefits 2,520                               -                                   2,520                               
Communications (telephone, network, etc.) -                                   -                                   -                                   
Travel -                                   -                                   -                                   
Information Technology Costs (software, computers, etc.) -                                   -                                   -                                   
Equipment (instructional equipment, furniture, etc.) -                                   -                                   -                                   
Misc. Operating Expenses (training, prof. development, hospitality, supplies & services, etc.) -                                   -                                   -                                   
Space Renovations (estimated space related costs needed to support resource request) -                                   -                                   -                                   
Total Request 23,520                             -                                  23,520                             

Please provide context regarding resource request, including space considerations (location of existing space, description of needed space, etc.) if applicable:

FOR EXISTING INITIATIVES/PROGRAMS PLEASE ALSO COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING (enter data in yellow cells):

Existing Sources of Funding
Base Budget 

(Ongoing Support)
One-Time Funding

Total
Existing Funding

State Support 10,640                             21,000                            31,640                             
Student Fee Revenue -                                   -                                   -                                   
Donations -                                   -                                   -                                   
Grant Revenue 360                                   -                                   360                                   
Other Sources of Revenue -                                   -                                   -                                   
Total Existing Resources 11,000                             21,000                            32,000                             

Existing Expenditures FTE
Base Budget 

(Ongoing)
One-Time Expenditures

Total Existing
Expenditures

Faculty Salaries/Assigned Time (30 WTU/AY = 1 FTE, ex - 3 WTU in fall only -> 3/30 = .1 FTE) -                       -                                   -                                   -                                   
Staff Salaries -                       7,138                               -                                   7,138                               
Administrator Salaries -                       3,862                               -                                   3,862                               
Student Wages (FTE - 20hrs/wk for AY = 1, cost per FTE is ~$8,500) -                       21,000                            21,000                             

Subtotal Salaries & Wages 11,000                             21,000                            32,000                             
Benefits -                                   -                                   -                                   
Communications (telephone, network, etc.) -                                   -                                   -                                   
Travel -                                   -                                   -                                   
Information Technology Costs (software, computers, etc.) -                                   -                                   -                                   
Equipment (instructional equipment, furniture, etc.) -                                   -                                   -                                   
Misc. Operating Expenses (training, prof. development, hospitality, supplies & services, etc.) -                                   -                                   -                                   
Total Expenditures 11,000                             21,000                            32,000                             

Please provide context regarding existing sources of funding, salaries & wages, operating costs, and space (current location):

The request if for student employment wages for four 2nd-year peer coaches @ 12 hours per week for 30 weeks, pay rate of $13 per hour ($18,720); and for three 3rd-year peer 
coaches at 10 hours per week for 30 weeks, pay rate of $13.50 per hour ($12,150), for a total of $30,870 in student wages.  This amount is reduced to $21,000 based on anticipated 
savings through FWS funding.  Benefit estimates of $2,520 are based on 12% payroll taxes.  Supervision costs are provided through existing general fund salaries/positions: 15 percent 
time on task by Rama Rawal, EOP Advisor ($6,213) and 5 percent time on task by Dan Saveliff, EOP/SSS Executive Director ($3,862).   Administrative support is provided by existing 
general fund and TRIO-SSS Grant funded salaries/positions: 2 percent time on task by Elizabeth Silver, EOP (payroll and tech support - $565) and 2 percent time on task by Pua 
Faleofa, SSS (reception - $360).  Existing space and equipment is provided by EOP/SSS for shared office space, located in Hadley House #56. 

General funds are calculated based on time-on-task formula for supervision, training, hiring, and coordination of the Peer Coaching effort.  Existing office space in Hadley House has 
already been identified and re-purposed to support the needed shared-office space for peer coaching.  Equipment, supplies, and miscelaneous costs are absorbed within overall EOP 
operating funds.  The request is limited to the costs for student employment wages to shift from one-time funding to ongoing base-funding based on the history and success of this 
initiative. Student wages are pro-rated downward in anticipation of annual FWS savings.
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	Template

	gi2025_funding_form - EOP Peer Coaches (Version 2)

	Date: 02/15/2019
	Name: Dan Saveliff
	Department  Program Name: EOP -  EOP Peer Coaching Program
	Approvers Name: Dan Saveliff
	Department  College Name: EOP/Student Affairs
	Approvers Name_2: Dr. Wayne Brumfield
	Division Name: Student Affairs
	Base Ongoing Funding Amount: 23520
	One Time Funding Amount: 
	Executive Summary: EOP is an equity program which offers intensive support services to students who demonstrate the greatest risk for attrition at HSU.  Specifically, EOP targets historically low-income and first-generation students who are from educationally and economically disadvantaged communities.  A high proportion of EOP students are low-income (95%), are first-generation (97%), are underrepresented students of color (93%), and are students who require continued development in English or math at the time they enter the university (80%).This proposal seeks ongoing funding for the EOP Peer Coaching program, which employs 7 to 9 upper division peer coaches each year.  EOP Peer Coaches provide ongoing coaching for 2nd & 3rd year EOP students.  First established in 2008, the EOP Peer Coaching program extends the peer-to-peer mentoring that EOP students receive during their first year (through RAMP) into their second and third years at the university.  Since the program’s inception in 2008, EOP has relied on one-time funding to support this effort each year.  Initially the source of funding was relatively stable, provided through annual lottery funds that were historically earmarked to fund equity efforts on campus.  More recently, however, administrative re-organization has made this allocation more irregular, sometimes coming from the division of student affairs, then academic affairs, and most recently, from GI2025 one-time funding.Based on the continued and improving successes of this program (as detailed below), this proposal requests that a reliable funding source be re-established through on-going base funding of $23,520, which is less than the operating cost of the program, estimated at $31,000 annually.
	Supporting GI2025 Pillars: The proposal relates directly to multiple GI2025 goals:     2) Data-Driven Decision Making:  Since the inception of the EOP/SSS Peer Coaching effort in 2008, persistence rates among EOP/SSS students have steadily risen for both 2nd year students (+ 6.7%) and 3rd year students (+7.6%).  This reverses the retention gap between EOP/SSS students and all HSU students in 2-year persistence (from -2.6% to +2.7%, since the program’s inception), and nearly eliminates the equity gap in 3-year persistence (from -6.2% to -0.6% since inception).      3) Student Engagement and Wellbeing:  Through the addition of the peer mentoring program, student engagement has steadily increased.  Peer coaching is designed to assess and assist students in the areas of academic engagement, academic strategies for success, financial literacy, academic planning, and participation in experiential activities.  Goals for peer coaching are aligned with an assessment of student readiness so that interventions align with each student’s developmental readiness.     4) Enrollment Management: As part of peer coaching, peer coaches guide students toward full engagement with academic planning by reinforcing and preparing students for timely meetings with their faculty advisor.  Students are also guided to regularly update their individual MyDegreePlanner, which is used by the Registrar’s office for determining student demand for course offerings.     5) Financial Support: Peer coaches also assess and guide students in the area of financial literacy & budgeting.  Where shortfalls exist, referral to the professional EOP/SSS advisor or the financial aid office is initiated.  Early intervention in financial advising often wards off disruption to student progress.     6) Removing Barriers: The EOP/SSS peer coaching program has existed since 2008, relying on one-time funding each year.  Until this past year, this program has been funded through lottery funds.  For the 2018-19 year, GI2025 funds were provided.  The request is to establish ongoing base funding to continue this successful effort.
	Racial Equity:      EOP/SSS serves a student population of approximately 650 students, 90% of whom are students of color (URM).  Prior to the establishment of the EOP/SSS peer coaching program, the successes of our first-year student programming (which has eliminated the equity gap among EOP/SSS students for decades) was found to diminish in subsequent years (2nd year through graduation).  Upon establishment of this program effort, 2nd and 3rd year gaps have been eliminated or narrowed.        As students advance in their class standing, social integration (especially important in the first year) gives way to a need for increased academic integration.  This includes the fostering of academic confidence (and performance); shifts in peer-networks to include peers who share academic goals and interests; increased frequency in connecting with faculty as mentors; and advancing opportunities to engage in post-baccalaureate planning and preparatory experiential opportunities (research, internships, and graduate school exploration).       Unfortunately, many students of color experience both micro-aggressions and structural marginalization that disrupts informal networking that these developmental opportunities rely.  The EOP/SSS peer coaching program delivers peer-to-peer strategies, mentorship, and role modeling that help students develop successful strategies for engaging in these informal networks.  Peer coaches also provide role modeling for their student mentees.       Institutional data supports the positive impact of this program. When isolating for EOP/SSS students of color, improvements for both 2-year and 3-year retention are found.  Specifically, since the inception of the peer coaching program, EOP URM 2-year retention has improved by 4.1% and 3-year has improved 8.2%.     This improvement has eliminated the equity gap (EOP URM vs. ALL-HSU Non-URM) for 2-year retention (63.8% vs. 63.5 respectively) and narrowed the 3-year retention gap to -2.6% (56.6% vs. 59.2%).  These successes are a direct result of EOP programming designed to enhance Student Engagement and Well-being.
	Income Equity:       96.4% of EOP/SSS students are Pell Eligible students.  In addition, 72% of EOP/SSS students have such low family incomes that the federal government determines that no family resources are available for their child’s educational expenses (expected family contribution or “EFC” of zero).  The direct impact of this means that students have no financial safety net.  Although many EOP/SSS students are eligible for “full financial aid”, on average, they receive $11,800 in grants and scholarships.  Most are also eligible for $5,500 in loans ($17,300 in total), leaving them $7,960 below the HSU estimated cost of attendance (established as $25,260 for the coming academic year).     The HSU financial aid office estimate tuition and on-campus housing alone is $20,900 , leaving the average EOP/SSS student $3,600 short of meeting their basic needs (this includes students taking out full loan and does NOT include paying for books, an academic basic need).      As a result, EOP/SSS students must manage and reduce their costs immediately and continuously upon entering HSU.  Through peer-to-peer coaching, where mentees feel safe to share these challenges, EOP peer coaches explore financial literacy and budgeting with their students.  Peer support and networking includes referral to the campus food pantry, CalFresh eligibility, financial literacy and planning, and personal/academic/work life balance.  More complex resource challenges are referred to the professional EOP/SSS advisor and/or the financial aid office as appropriate.       Since the inception of the EOP/SSS peer coaching program (2008 to present), the gains in EOP 2-year and 3-year retention have a direct impact on eliminating or narrowing the income equity gap at HSU.  This aligns directly with the GI 2025 pillar regarding financial support for students, as well as the pillar for Strategic Engagement and Well-Being.
	Collective Impact:       Prior to the establishment of the RAMP program, EOP/SSS peer mentoring supported a first-year peer mentoring program for many decades.  Upon the establishment of RAMP, EOP/SSS worked collaboratively with RAMP personnel to ensure there would be no duplication of efforts (the Director of RAMP formerly worked as an EOP advisor).  Outcomes from these separate efforts were carefully reviewed (2nd year persistence rate; performance outcomes) and subsequently, the EOP/SSS mentoring program was dissolved.       Since then, EOP/SSS students have been fully integrated into the RAMP Experience.  Review of RAMP curriculum and regular communication and meetings between RAMP mentors and EOP/SSS professional advisors has been established and maintained.  Student progress reviews and referral is ongoing, either through direct communication or through Map Works.  In addition, the hiring, selection, and training of EOP/SSS Summer Bridge orientation mentors, first-year RAMP mentors, and EOP/SSS Peer Coaches are coordinated each year to support best matching between students and mentors.  Student-to-mentor assignments are made in collaboration with RAMP so that relationships formed during the student’s first year can, ideally, continue for subsequent years.  This coordination means that a student’s first peer-to-peer experience at HSU (EOP/SSS Summer Bridge) can continue with the same mentor throughout their first-year (RAMP Mentor) and into their second (EOP/SSS coach) and third year at HSU.        In order to avoid duplication in efforts, this collaboration is supported by an equally complex network of directors, coordinators and administrative support staff, and includes regular planning among EOP, RAMP, Advising Center, PBLC and learning community personnel (Global Humboldt, Students for Violence Prevention, Green to Gold, Creyendo Raices).     The efforts described above demonstrate the spirit of collaboration in which EOP operates, and which will continue in partnership with new mentoring efforts as they emerge within academic departments.
	Needs Analysis:      Institutional data has long established the existence of an achievement (and opportunity) gap among students of color and low-income students at HSU.  Similar differences exist among first-generation students and students who require continued developmental support in English and math.     As identified above, a high number (585 students) and percentage (93%) of EOP/SSS students are students of color (URM).  Similarly, 95% of EOP students are low-income and Pell eligible students.  In addition, 97% of EOP/SSS students are also first-generation college students and 80% require some form of English or math development at the time they enter the university.  Unfortunately, each of these factors are rarely experienced in isolation.  For our most recent entering cohorts, 71% of EOP/SSS students encumbered all of these characteristics in combination (low income AND first generation AND URM AND needing developmental coursework at time of entry).  When working in tandem, these combinatory factors can have a greater negative impact on a students’ social and academic integration.       Prior to the implementation of the Peer Coaching program in 2008, EOP/SSS analysis identified a sharp drop off in EOP student retention in 2-year and 3-year retention.  Specifically, during the 4 years prior to the inception of the EOP/SSS peer coaching program (2004-2007 cohorts), the EOP/SSS 1-year persistence exceeded that of all HSU FTF by 3.4% (76.9% vs 73.5% respectively).  After this initial success, however, EOP/SSS 2-year persistence fell below all HSU FTF by -2.6% (56.8% EOP vs. 59.4% All-HSU) and EOP 3-year persistence dropped to -6.2% below all HSU students during this same period of time (2004-2007; 47.7% vs. 53.9% respectively).     Upon discovery of this sharp decline, the EOP/SSS peer coaching effort for 2nd and 3rd year students was established, with the specific intent of deeping Student Engagement and Well-Being and eliminating the racial-equity and income-equity gaps.
	Outcomes and Objectives:    Upon the initial inception of this effort, focus was devoted to the development of programming that best supported 2nd and 3rd year students.  Multiple modifications and qualitative improvements have been made based on student input and survey responses.  The current programming for each class level vary significantly in design and content from first-year interventions, to second-year interventions, to third-year interventions, each adapted to the varying challenges students experience at each unique level, as they advance to graduation.      Our objectives for the second year Peer Coaching effort is to engage students in continued development of strategic academic behaviors that will lead to their academic success.  Academic planning, professional exploration, and work/life/academic balance are popular focuses in this effort.  For the third year, students are guided towards solidifying their graduation plans; deepening their connections with their faculty; deepening their presence and involvement within their academic department; and to explore and prepare for life after graduation.  Each of these strategies embody the pillar of Student Engagement and Well-Being.    Our identified outcomes for this effort will be:          1) Improved academic performance - EOP students supported through peer coaching will achieve a higher rate in Good Academic Standing than students not supported through peer coaching.          2) Improved retention rates - EOP students supported through peer coaching will achieve a higher rate in 2-year and 3-year retention than students not supported through peer coaching.     Based on end-of-term and annual assessment of objectives and outcomes, modifications and enhancements in our peer-coaching program have been, and will continue to be made each year.      
	Assessment Plan: Mechanisms for measuring our objectives for increasing student engagement have been developed and are reviewed as detailed below.  Institutional data is used to assess student outcomes, also described below.Progress in completing objectives is monitored through:           - review of the frequency and quality of peer-to-peer meetings (weekly);           - academic performance reviews each term (unit completion and academic standing);           - the development of 3-semester and 4-year plans to graduation for students to review with their major advisor (at the beginning of each year, and updated each term);           - student engagement in paraprofessional activities (student employment, internships, faculty mentoring, research, and graduate school exploration).     Outcomes are measured through year-to-year retention and graduation rates, which are compared annually with prior year outcomes, and in comparison to HSU retention rates overall.  For example, since the inception of the EOP/SSS Peer Coaching effort in 2008, persistence rates among EOP/SSS students have steadily risen for both 2nd year students (+ 6.7%) and 3rd year students (+7.6%).  Annual review of retention data also provides an opportunity to evaluate fluctuations among cohorts, and as patterns emerge, respond to those changes as appropriate.    Qualitative assessment of the Peer Coaching effort is included in the EOP/SSS program evaluation, a survey that is sent to all EOP/SSS students, as approved through the IRB process.  Questions include student evaluation of the quality and type of service they received, as well as the quality and effectiveness of their peer coach.     Quantitative analysis is also conducted to assess the impact of Peer Coaching on persistence and graduation rates.  This analysis has shown that intensive support continues to be needed beyond the 3rd year, as students advance in their degree completion during the 4th year (or 5th and 6th year, until completion is achieved).
	Financial Sustainability: The request is for $21,000 in base-funding, and anticipates continued funding is provided to the campus.  Existing program benefits outweigh program costs through the improvement in retention rates and subsequent increase in state-based funding based on the improved retention of students.In the event that base-funding is not provided, EOP will continue to seek funding through one-time fund revenues, such as lottery and GI2025 one-time funds.  The program will continue to seek to off-set the full cost of the program through securing FWS awards for eligible peer coaches.  In the event that one-time funding diminishes, peer coaching efforts will be scaled back to match available resources, or if unfunded, will be eliminated as an EOP program service.  


